
Codecell Event Report 
Panel Session 
 

Date: 14th August, 2018  
Time: 4:45 PM - 7:30 PM  
Venue: B - 113 
Total Participants: 150 students (FY-TY, All branches) 
 
The panel session was held in order to help students solve their doubts and bust 
some of the myths related to common topics in the field of computer science. The 
objective of the panel session was also to provide help and guidance to students 
wanting to explore new fields. 

 
 

Our panelists were:- 
1. Yash Nisar - Double GSOCer , Google CodeIn Mentor ,an Open Source 

enthusiast, and a KJSCE Alumni. 
2. Chirag Jain - Hackathon enthusiast and ML Researcher Engineer at Haptik. 
3. Gaurav Sen - Competitive Programmer , Youtuber and Platform Engineer at 

Directi. 
 



The panel session was started by giving an introduction to the students about 
KJSCE Codecell, our achievements, objectives and goals. We then introduced our 
panelists and commenced the panel session. Our moderator, Shivam Pawase, asked 
questions from a list that had been curated by the council after going through the 
all the questions that the students asked in the google forms we’d asked them to 
submit while RSVPing to our event.  
The questions were of two types: 

1. General questions - that all the panelists could answer 
2. Field specific - related to the field a panelist belonged to.  

 
After we’d exhausted the list of questions that we’d created, the floor was opened 
to the audience so that they could ask their doubts to the panelists. The panelists’ 
were very courteous and their answers were very helpful and threw light on a lot of 
topics that the students had doubts about. The students asked their questions and 
each panelist was given a chance to give his opinion regarding the question.  

 
The panel session ended with a vote of thanks and the panelists were given a letter 
of appreciation and a memento, to thank them for taking out the time to come to 
our event, to answer the questions that the students had.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f4nFzNVl7RcwINGnVMhO5zxiVwlj0M1Q-u3jga2Dhl8/edit

